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Cursed

The Prophecy
One female child will be born to each White Buffalo descendant before
death claims her!
All shall be blind... NONE will have the power!
Many generations shall pass and the White Buffalo prophecy will be all
but forgotten… UNTIL the unthinkable happens!
In revenge against the Great Spirit, the Celtic Dragon Medallion is hidden
away by the last of the Skin Walkers!
Beware the return of the Dragon Medallion… for THEY are coming!
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APRIL 12, 1872
Quebec
The steady, slow rhythmic beating of a drum; accompanied by the
ominous roaring of a bonfire as a loud snap of exploding sparks
flying upwards was all one could distinguish in the sinister pitch
black night. Not a star or even a sliver of the moon was present in
the sky as they waited breathlessly in anticipation unable to glimpse
anything beyond the fire.
The five sat in hushed expectation waiting, not knowing what to
expect; all were grotesquely painted. They were of age now so after
tonight the boys would be banished from the village, for how long
was unknown. Come dawn they would all be gone each leaving
when the feeling was right for them to find their adult names as well
as their spirit guides.
Beside each of them was a small rawhide bundle; inside it was a
water bag with an herbal plant they were to mix with water and heat
before drinking. A ceremonial pipe was also included given to each
in a ritual with a pouch of unique dried leaves to help in their
spiritual quest. It also had a medicine bag in case the unexpected
happened. A two-day ration of hardtack with a supply of jerky was
all the food they would be allowed to take.
A hunting knife plus a bow with half a dozen arrows made
especially for them was sitting by the light pack. It would be all the
protection they were allowed and their only means for more food if
needed. Behind each boy a dog waited patiently; each had a harness
so they could pull a small frame that would be made into a
temporary shelter when they felt it was time.
Unexpectedly, a dramatic chanting began; where it came from was
uncertain. Without warning, a disembodied voice rose high above
all other sounds in the inky darkness. Once it began to speak the
drums followed by the chanting softened becoming more distant,
where or who the speaker was, remained a mystery; the eerie voice
sent chills down each of the youngster's spines as they listened
raptly, some could also visualize.
"Countless moons have come and gone, how many is uncertain!
As each generation passes, more will forget where we came from.
Even our tribal name was lost over time; now it is all but a distant
memory. Long, long ago a large group of our people were banished
from their frozen homeland. They wandered aimlessly or so it
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seemed, searching for what the people didn't know. All they could
remember from before was a black void of nothingness. All that
kept them going was a man bundled in a white bear hide; at times it
seemed to them the man would disappear then a bear would take his
place. In the blinding sleet and snow they trudged through, it was
easy to get confused see things not there. Especially when hunger
pains, as well as fear, pushed the people onward…"
*****
"Ugh!"
The man leading stopped instantly, he turned at a cry of fear
then pain behind him as another fell unable to go on. He hurried
back knowing deep down his people were dying. The towering
black haired bear of a man in a white hide reached down to touch
his friend in comfort before he looked around at his starving,
nearly frozen people. "Rest here my friends I will be back
shortly!"
The leader turned away and disappeared into the storm, the
people watching him go shook their heads in awe. It looked to
them that before he disappeared completely, he dropped onto all
fours as the storm swallowed him. With no other choice, the
people huddled together for warmth waiting. It was hours later but
seemed like forever to the ones left behind that a white bear
walked into camp; it stood up as their chief returned with a
medium-sized seal slung over his shoulder.
The people quickly cut into the meat, pulling strips off they
devoured the warm steaming bloody meal raw, too hungry to care;
none of them thought to ask where their leader found a seal way
out here in the middle of nowhere so far away from the sea.
The man, known to his people as Spirit Bear walked away with a
small piece of meat. It was just enough to keep him going, but not
enough to stop his hunger. He knew his people needed it more, his
visions along with his determination would be his substance it was
all he required to keep him going. The leader didn't go far,
knowing his people needed to see him. He squatted, then bit off a
piece of meat before chewing, enjoying the warm salty taste;
making sure he didn't drip blood on his white hide.
It was highly unusual to find a white bear that was not a polar
bear or an albino, but he found one in the north. His people called
them mooksgmol, they are spirit bears and revered by them. Since
the white bear claimed him, his people also chose him as their
chief. The other reason was that he was the last of the legendary
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skinwalkers; according to the stories, hundreds of years ago when
they first came into the light a walker could shed his human skin
then become the animal they were named after to protect the tribe.
Spirit Bear chuckled in disbelief; he shook his head at his
wayward thoughts the most exciting thing that ever happened to
him was, HER! The chief sobered before beginning to chant
again. Instantly he saw the woman from his visions, she was
beckoning him urgently to continue on his way. He didn't know
who the woman was but she looked a lot like his people except her
skin was white, ghostly looking. Her eyes were a dark colour,
really hard to see. If he had to guess, he would say maybe black.
Unlike his people, her eyes tilted upwards quite a bit. Her hair was
ebony black, it was so long it brushed the ground ever so slightly
behind her. He could also glimpse other colours in her hair, which
gave her a dark mythical look.
Spirit Bear couldn't help but wonder if he was doing the right
thing! She could be leading them anywhere, doubts suddenly
assailed him. Who was she, why was she helping them? The chief
shook himself in irritation; he had followed her blindly and
unhesitatingly at the beginning, so why was he all of a sudden
having so much uncertainty. Was he starting to doubt her or
himself!
Chief Spirit Bear shook off his unwanted feelings. He shrugged
mentally to himself, now they didn't have any choice. If his people
stayed here they would all die; he finished his piece of meat then
cleaned his hands with snow.
Spirit Bear got up before turning to his people; now calmer, the
chief roused them. "Come, we must get over this mountain. I
know you are weary, but on the other side we will rest!"
For another week they trudged over snow-covered passes and
narrow canyons until suddenly they began descending. Three days
later the sun appeared as the storm dissipated; giving the
exhausted travellers a needed respite. They travelled south all this
time, but now they turned south-west trying to get over another
range of mountains.
Once on the other side, enormous trees took its place. Still Chief
Spirit Bear continued to lead his people on, obstinately refusing to
stop for more than one night at any of their camps. For six full
moons, they continued on and even skirted more salty water which
sent the people more south than west. Until finally they stumbled
upon a valley where there were plants of every description, with an
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abundance of animals. Spring had finally arrived; the air was
crisp, clean with a river two miles to the west. A gurgling
freshwater creek fed by an underground spring to the east was
half a mile away, giving them plenty of room to expand.
A cry of pain behind Chief Spirit Bear with an urge to halt as the
woman in his vision held up her hand to stop him from advancing,
had the man turning with a smile of relief. His wife was standing
with both hands pressed to her distended belly; she just entered
her ninth month of pregnancy and was now going into labour. He
knew instantly this would be their new home.
Spirit Bear looked around at what was left of his people; when
they started out there was over three hundred, now sadly only two
hundred remained. Lots died, but some getting discouraged left to
find their own way. Where they ended up or if they were alive, the
chief did not know. "My people this will now be our new home, let
us begin by rejoicing! We have lost many, but their sacrifice will
never be forgotten. We will build the Medicine Man a wigwam
first to take care of the sick and the injured. Afterwards, the
Shaman's will be next before we see to our own needs."
A great cheer erupted then whoops of joy shattered the quiet of
the little valley; they had found a home despite the harsh
challenges. With everyone working together by evening the first
shelter was built for the healer.
For two days Spirit Bear's wife laboured while he continued to
help his people settle into their new homes. On the second day as
evening was descending, the chief paced anxiously outside the
medicine man's wigwam; he was getting fearful the birthing was
taking a long time. He stopped before looking up imploringly, but
couldn't see much since there was no moon or stars in the sky only
wispy clouds were seen.
A wolf howled eerily in the far off distance, it caused Spirit Bear
to frown apprehensively when a shiver of foreboding shook him;
as the howl of the wolf faded, a baby crying out lustily from inside
had the chief hurrying into the shelter. Forgetting his momentary
unease, he rushed inside as a second cry joined the first. He stood
there in stunned shock for a long moment, twin boys; now he
knew their home was indeed blessed.
*****
Suddenly the youngsters were brought into the present with an
unexpected jolt of fright when the fire flared sending shooting
sparks flying before the shaman jumped into the firelight.
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Dramatically he circled the fire all he had on was a loincloth; draped
around his shoulders was a wolf skin with the head of the wolf still
attached, so it could be used as a headdress. He was hideously
painted with tattoos and piercings everywhere. Shaking a staff, he
shrieked then chanted before dancing around until unexpectedly he
disappeared into the thick black night.
The five boys caught their breaths in awe when the fire exploded
just as the shaman disappeared; sending a burst of different coloured
sparks swirling everywhere before the disembodied voice began to
speak. Instantly, the youngsters were drawn into the past again...
"Many moons passed as the twins matured becoming big and
powerful; the village also grew as our people prospered. A
childhood rivalry began between the identical twins as they tried to
best each other, but always they were together as one. They needed
to be separated though for them to go on their vision quests, only
alone can one seek their adult name or spirit guide. Even to this day,
nobody knows how it happened or where she came from. Hearing a
scream of fear, the youngest of the twins called Ahanu having gone
further than ever before rushed ahead. He stumbled upon a woman
of beauty being attacked by a rare white bear, not even hesitating
with only a hunting knife the young brave attacked the monster. It
was a ferocious fight that seemed to last forever, with neither being
able to outdo the other. As the two fought, it even looked to the
woman cowering against the tree that the bear kept changing
colours. One minute, it seemed white before suddenly changing to
black or was there two of them? The youngest twin bleeding and
hurt killed the strange bear. Standing over his kill in triumph Ahanu
watched in shock as the hide fell away from a body, which changed
its shape revealing his older twin brother..."
*****
"Aaiihhhh!"
A long drawn out scream shattered the now deadly silence.
Wailing in despair Ahanu dropped to the ground in shock. He
gathered his older twin brother closer than began rocking him
back and forth in remorse; tears streaked his filthy bloodsplattered face. It wasn't long before fear set in as he looked up
towards the heavens pleading desperately for forgiveness. "I didn't
know brother, now what am I to do? I can't take you home they
will take my life as forfeit!"
Fearfully, Ahanu jumped up before taking the white bear hide of
his brother; he draped it around his own shoulders mumbling
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shamefully to himself. "So I will never forget this evil deed I am
about to do!"
Ahanu turned to the woman who looked exactly like his people,
but she wasn't one of them. He tried to talk to her, when she didn't
understand he resorted to using sign language to help explain his
needs. He stood up before beckoning for her to get up too; he had
fought for her, so she was now his. They would marry as soon as
he could get her to his home.
Ahanu gestured for the woman to pick up his twins legs needing
her help to carry his dead brother the half mile to a fast running
creek with a waterfall in the distance. He knew it emptied into a
river further downstream; sadly, he allowed his older twin to be
swept away. The younger twin never spoke of his brother again,
hiding his shame behind a wall of silence.
There was one who did know though since Powaw who was the
shaman of this band of Cree watched it all happening in a vision.
He took the younger twin into the sweat lodge for his formal
naming which also ended in a curse. "You will now be called
Matchitehew, which means he who has an evil heart! You will be
the last Skinwalker with only one boy child born to each
generation; no longer will your line of descendants be able to
change as Mooksgmol withdraws its protection from the people!
No longer will your ancestors lead the people as our spirit bear
disappears because of your evil ways, maybe forever."
*****
The chanting and story halted unexpectedly both on a sharp note
bringing about a momentary suspenseful silence; it was followed a
few moments later by a scream of disbelief then rage which
shattered the night's stillness once more.
"Aaagghhhh!"
The five young males that were fully lost in the tale jumped in
shocked disbelief. Rudely they were yanked back into the present by
the morbid wailing. It lasted for a long heart-stopping moment
before it stopped dramatically; silence descended but only for a
short time.
The eerie voice began to speak once again. No chanting
accompanied it this time; only the steady beat of the drum keeping
them in suspense letting them know the tale wasn't over but was
winding down...
"Chief Spirit Bear unaware of what happened to his oldest son
soon died of a broken heart. Slowly, the people dwindled over the
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years until all that was left again numbered two hundred. Thinking
their homes cursed the new chief took his people away from the
valley of abundant richness. They wandered for many moons until
they settled here and refused to continue on; now in isolation the
people struggled on, waiting for what is still unknown!"
Unexpectedly the drumming quit on a loud explosive sound then
the strange voice faded replaced by dead silence, which prevailed
for a heartbeat; suddenly, the fire flared with a whoosh as crackling
sparks flew everywhere. The wrinkled old shaman jumped into the
firelight one final time dancing and chanting he circled the fire
before throwing something into the flames making them leap they
danced dramatically drawing attention away from him; he
disappeared unnoticed.
The morbid voice spoke one last time, but no more did the drum or
chanting accompany it. The sad tale of how they had come to be in
this hidden mountain range was complete. "Sleep now, when you
wake up you must leave here on your own to go on your vision
quests. Remember one of you will begin training with the Shaman
and one with the Medicine Man. Three of you will become great
Warriors... Guardian's to continue protecting this tribe from
outsiders!"
The voice vanished before the fire was left to die down.
The five youngsters whispered among themselves in excitement,
discussing the spectacular display they witnessed this night before
finally, they laid down where they were; obediently, they all slept.
Slowly the shaman and medicine man walked carefully among the
sleeping boys not wanting any of them to wake up just yet. They
were both chanting softly giving each of the youngsters a special
charm to help them find their true paths in life; the two older men
stopped as one to stare down at two identical boys... twins.
The medicine man frowned hesitantly; he looked over at the
shaman as he gestured down curiously at the youngsters. "Are you
sure the time is now, you didn't tell them the rest of the Shaman's
curse or the destiny of the twins? You have always done so for all
others coming of age, why the difference now there has been twins
born before this?"
The old shaman sighed sadly with a decisive nod as he looked up
from the two boys at the medicine man. "Yes, I am absolutely sure.
They are the last surviving descendant of Spirit Bear our first Chief,
the others were not born from his ancestors nor were they identical!
I did not finish the curse because even though their destinies are
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known, they still must choose for themselves what they wish to
become. If I told them, it wouldn't be a free choice anymore. The
sickness will return they must right the wrong that was done so long
ago only then can our people move on. SHE has arrived I can feel it
as Mother Earth rejoices. We will not be alive to see the ending, but
we are here now to make sure the beginning leads our people to
their rightful place in the new world. We have managed to keep
ourselves hidden; sadly, as the white eyes expand it is only a matter
of time until we are discovered."
The medicine man frowned thoughtfully as the two men turned
away from the boys. He could not help remembering the destiny of
the twins the shaman left unsaid, he mumbled quietly to himself.
"The dawn of a new day will be upon the spirit bear clan when
Mooksgmol again tests the Cree people as identical twin boys are
born once more. The rivalry will become fierce and a deep
bitterness will consume one of them after an accident kills his mate.
They must put their hatred aside to heal their people, but an
unexpected twist ensnares the twins! One of them must sacrifice
their heart's desire to save the other or all will be lost; if the
unthinkable happens the people will perish when spirit bear
withdraws its protection, this time forever!"
The medicine man wandered back to his wigwam before lying
down to sleep, but his dreams were restless. Every time one of the
boys got up and left it would wake him so the second part of the
curse would play out in his mind. He kept pushing it away not
wanting to remember it. Finally, only the twins were left; as one
rose to leave, the healer sat up unable to ignore the curse any longer.
He began to recite it just as the older of the boys vanished but didn't
completely finish the curse until the youngest twin was up then he
too disappeared...
"When all seems lost, with only one skinwalker descendant left,
another set of identical twins will be born into their line! They will
fall in love with White Buffalo, SHE is the one destined to become
the Guardian of Aki… the Earth; a healer, she will also give those
seeking peace their spirit names! Will the destiny of the twins
collide with White Buffalo's causing a catastrophe felt throughout
the Earth as the evil is released before its time! Or will one twin's
sacrifice heal the rift between Mooksgmol their spirit bear and its
people so their twin destinies can entwine!"
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APRIL 21, 1872
Ontario
Edward Summerset the three-quarter Cheyenne doctor known to
his people as Dream Dancer jumped to his feet, as did the Oriental
Guardian Shin. Instantly they both rushed to protect his daughter
Cecille who also went by the name of White Buffalo and her nurse
Michelle.
Edward known as the former Earl of Summerset cocked his rifle
then pointed it at the one on horseback, knowing he was the most
important one. The Tianming Monk pulled out the Japanese sword
strapped to his back, patiently the Asian Guardian stood protectively
in front of his charge waiting. They both looked around grimly at all
the Ojibwa Indians surrounding them; there were at least thirty of
them, all hideously painted. All were on foot… except one!
Lucky for them the Little Mississippi River was directly behind
them, neither of them turned to look knowing nobody could sneak
up on them from that direction; unfortunately, it was swollen at this
time of year making it unpredictable so escaping across it was not
an option either.
How they ended up going south-west, instead of going straight
west towards Manitoba for the Queen was Edward's fault. He
couldn't help thinking back to his disturbing dream; it ended up
causing this detour. The first time it happened to the former Earl,
they were still in Quebec City. It was the same night the four of
them disembarked from the ship that brought them from England.
*****
As Edward Summerset slept, he heard something unrelated to his
dream; it disturbed his sleep enough to make him toss around on
the hotel bed before turning violently. It sounded like a sinister
hiss of laughter from something. It was the first time since losing
his powers to walk in dreams that he felt so much intensity; which
told the former earl this wasn't an ordinary dream. The sound he
was hearing was entirely different from the evil mist they fought
against in England. Relieved, he searched trying to find the source
of the threat.
Edward was about to give up when a hillside appeared he saw
three white men standing beside a tripod made of wood. It was
cone shaped like a tepee with no covering. The men had a rope
tied to their right foot; one at a time they lifted their leg before
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dropping it back to the ground. It turned something connected to
the three-legged thing whatever it was ripped open the ground
savagely digging deep into the Earth's surface.
Edward saw the men backing away a few minutes later then hot
steam hissed when it billowed all around them forcing them even
further away. When the mist cleared, a different kind of
contraption replaced the wooden one; it was able to dig a deeper.
He saw more of the tripods popping up they were getting larger.
It was not long before they changed again; becoming huge,
towering so high into the sky Edward could barely see the top of it.
The contraptions were different now made of black steel or metal
of some kind. They continued to dig into the Earth able to go to
the very core of the Mother! Piercing the Earth relentlessly a
pitch-black liquid sprayed everywhere, causing the Mother Earth
to wail in angry defiance. As the black gooey substance settled, he
could see animals covered in it. They tried to get away from it but
instead died horrible deaths.
Edward could visibly see an oily substance floating on top of
lakes, rivers, streams then well water. He saw children drinking
the tainted water, so cried out a warning to them. He watched
helplessly, this was only a dream after all; they continued to drink.
Edward watched the humans on the monster shouting in joy as
more of the great beasts began dotting the Earth until the ugly
contraptions covered every inch. As they dug further, unknown to
the people was that they were stealing Mother Earth's aquifers.
Deep artesian oil wells, which had a particular purpose unknown
to them, scarring her forever! Even the oceans were not immune;
he watched the Earth being covered in them from one end to the
other. Dream Dancer cried out in fearful denial when he felt
Mother Earth dying all around him.
Suddenly, a bright light exploded in Edward's head before his
dream vanished all he could feel now was an empty void.
Instantly, he woke as tears streamed down his face. It was the evil
of greed Dream Dancer heard chuckling at the start of the dream
as the humans destroyed the Earth; unaware that in doing so they
will ultimately kill themselves.
Edward looked over to see if he disturbed Shin sleeping across
the room. He saw the Tianming Monk sitting up watching him
sadly the two men had the exact same dream, neither commented
as they turned away from each other. It took both men until dawn
to fall asleep thankfully with no more nightmares to taunt them!
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*****
Edward dreamt about those metal contraptions again; the dream
just would not leave him alone. Dream Dancer revised his
thinking after the second time it could have been the hiss of steam
he heard… not laughter.
The next day at breakfast before leaving for Montreal, Edward
asked Pierre if he knew anything about the wooden contraption he
continued seeing while dreaming.
Pierre listened reflectively as Earl Summerset described his
nightmare to him before nodding thoughtfully. "Yes, there is one
at a town not far from the Great Lakes near Sarnia in Ontario
called Petrolia; they struck oil earlier this year with it. It's a test
model to see if it could work there was a lot of skepticism because
nobody figured it would be able to dig deep enough. They call it an
oil derrick it is used to bring crude oil up to the surface, which
they sometimes call fossil fuel or petroleum. It's collected for
things like oil lamps, medicines and other things."
Shin having the same dream as Edward knew about oil, he never
heard of a derrick though. He sat down beside the former earl
before described to the two men how the Asian people collected
petroleum in his hometown. "My people get their fossil fuel by
immersing blankets in the petroleum that leaks up to the surface
on occasions; afterwards, two people wring the cloth over a pot or
tight containers until they are full of the oily substance."
Pierre laughed before nodding giving Shin a knowing smile.
"The natives in these parts get their oil in a similar way."
Two days later, Pierre Chiasson stared at Edward in
astonishment before sputtering incredulously. "Are you sure you
want to go all the way to Petrolia, the Queen left me explicit
instructions to get you to Manitoba as fast as possible; do you
really want her Majesty angry at you!"
Edward chuckled, but there was no humour in it. It wouldn't be
the first time he made the Queen infuriated, it was how the former
earl ended up in Canada to start with; he nodded decisively,
Dream Dancer felt this burning need to see it, unsure why only
that he must go now. "Yes, I must see it for myself!"
Pierre shrugged resignedly; he was not one to argue when it
came to making extra money. "Well if you must see it first, I guess
we can try to find a river raft going to Manitoba from there.
Although, I highly doubt we will find one big enough for all our
horses, guess I will worry about it when we get there."
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Edward nodded without commenting before Pierre took them
south-west instead.
*****
Edward shook off his reflective mood as he stood protecting his
daughter Cecille and her nanny; now deep into Ontario, they were
surrounded by fierce-looking Indians. He couldn't help wondering if
he made a critical miscalculation when insisting on coming southwest. For two weeks they rode steadily, now they were only a day
away from a town Pierre called Perth. It was still several days away
from Petrolia, which was their goal.
Pierre stood up slower before holding out his hands showing the
Ojibwe he was unarmed. Trying to reassure the Indians they were
no threat to them not wanting any trouble; the native tribes around
here were mostly friendly, but not all it was best to be cautious.
An old man nudged his horse forward, he was the only one riding;
he spoke hesitantly in a mixture of English and Ojibwe as he
pointed over at the men protecting Cecille and Michelle. "Aanii, I
wish to see WIIN."
Pierre understanding Ojibwe frowned in surprise as he translated
for Edward; they must be friendly, the shaman wouldn't have given
a greeting otherwise. "Aanii means hello, wiin is either her or him."
Edward looked over at Shin grimly guessing it was 'her' the old
man meant, the two men were confident they knew who he was
referring to; curiously they turned towards the conversation to find
out why!
Pierre frowned, thinking of the beautiful English Woman it must
be her they meant. It wasn't the first time the Ojibwe tried stealing a
white woman. The guide was confused, why would they bother
giving a greeting beforehand if that was the reason. He folded his
arms angrily, but just in case they meant him he decided he better
add a caution for everyone. It had taken him years to gain the
respect of the Ojibwe, so he hoped his warning would carry weight
among this band. "I am Sleeping Bear; these people are under my
protection!"
The shaman full of tattoos with most of his head shaved grunted in
frustration at the misunderstanding; being on a quest his face, head,
plus his chest were painted quite elaborately. Usually, he would not
have warriors with him but because he was dealing with the whites
his son insisted this time.
A young man wearing a loincloth, a bone vest, and moccasins with
a little headdress of eagle feathers walked up beside the older man.
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A quick heated discussion took place before the young man turned
to Pierre in explanation. "I will translate because my father does not
talk good English, but he understands. He doesn't wish to speak to
your woman or the men; he wants to talk to, HER! The one from
across the big salt water, she came here in a white man's canoe; a
young Shaman being trained by Aki, our Mother Earth!"
Edward knew by the headdress the young man must be significant,
either a chief in training or a war chief. It wasn't long enough for
him to be the leader since normally their ceremonial bonnets would
reach almost to the ground.
The older man Edward knew by looking was either a shaman or
medicine man; the tattoos with the combined paint patterns all over
him let others know he was no ordinary Indian. If you knew how to
interpret the intricate design of the paint, it would tell you a story.
He was on a spiritual hunt for something important to his people.
The former earl looked over at Shin, his suspicions confirmed.
Cecille with both hands lying flat against the ground listened
intently to Mother Earth. The ten-year-old stood up then squeezed
between Edward and her Guardian Shin. She turned before putting a
beseeching hand over Dream Dancer's arm. She used the Cheyenne
name for father which she knew he preferred. "It is okay ni-hoi, he
is a Shaman; Po the spirit of the Earth sent him to me! I will speak
to him please!"
Shin nodded before putting his sword away trusting Cecille
entirely. Besides, he suspected right away this is what they wanted;
as a precaution, the Guardian put both hands over his dragon
daggers in case he needed one in a hurry.
Edward moved the rifle barrel away from the shaman before
turning it he cradled it in his arm, so it was ready for instant use if
needed. He nodded permission to his daughter; both men kept the
young Cecille flanked refusing to let her go alone.
The old painted shaman dismounted when he saw the girl-child he
was searching for coming to him.
Excited whispers were heard from the Warriors after they got a
better view of the young blind girl. Cecille was using her cane to
walk today since she hadn't gotten a chance to memorize the camp
yet; as she moved closer some of them pointed at her before
speaking one word, there was an obvious hint of awe in their voices.
"Gagiibiingwe!"
The old man walked up then dropped onto his knees in front of
Cecille, this is why he had not wanted others to come.
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There was shocked exclamation of surprise from all the braves; a
shaman did not kneel in front of anyone especially not a child; a
white-eyes girl made it that much worse as a bewildered outcry
occurred!
Cecille passed her cane to Shin before reaching out she touched
the shaman's face feeling the deep crevices over his brows. His
character lines also told a story, so she was able to see him in her
mind's eye; it helped White Buffalo read his aura. She smiled in
satisfaction this was the one she was told to watch for, the Mother
Earth even told her how to say grandfather in his language. "You
will teach me, Mishomis?"
The shaman nodded in agreement before rising. "Yes; Aki, our
Mother Earth she commands me!"
Cecille turned to Edward her expression became beseeching
hoping he would understand. Her father had been fighting what she
was since she was born; only recently did he come to terms with
who White Buffalo was meant to be. "I must go with him ni-hoi, he
will teach me the shaman ways."
Edward frowned disgruntled he looked over at Shin for his
opinion; the Oriental Tianming Monk was Cecille's Guardian, he
would have the final say!
Shin shrugged resignedly in agreement, just recently he warned
Edward that he would drive his daughter away if the former earl
didn't release his tight hold on her. His refusal to see Cecille as
anything but his little girl was strangling her, which had the opposite
effect he wanted. Instead of learning openly, the Tianming Monks
charge was hiding what she was doing most of the time; it made it a
lot more dangerous for her and others! "White Buffalo needs to be
taught properly, Dream Dancer! I have no objections if you do not."
Edward grimaced he was aware Cecille would become dangerous
without the proper teaching; finally he turned to Pierre. "We will
stay with them, but I still want to see the derrick. I need to get my
Daughter settled first I will contact you as soon as I can get away."
Pierre frowned in concern, but then shrugged in resignation. "I can
wait in Perth."
Edward with the help of Shin got the horses ready to go. Dream
Dancer, Cecille, and Michelle all mounted; the Tianming Monk ran
with the warriors. They left the guide staring after them grimly as
they were led away, back upriver.
Queen Victoria was not going to like this one bit!
*****
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Three hours later, Edward's party was led into an Indian village.
The braves ran the whole way without stopping once to rest. Dream
Dancer was impressed. It took a lot of stamina to run that far. Shin
had a hard time keeping up the last half hour; the Guardian's flush of
exertion spoke volumes, not being used to running for hours.
Edward looked around with interest. Some of the Indian Braves
shaved one side of their heads but kept a long braid of hair on the
other side. There were lots of older men who kept their hair; it fell
to the middle of their backs. Quite a few wore it loose others were
braided. Some shaved both sides of their head leaving only a thin
strip of hair at the base of their skull with three small decorated
braids only. Dream Dancer wouldn't learn until much later they
didn't shave their heads. Instead, they pulled out each hair strand by
the root. It was one of the milder tests of manhood for the ones
wanting to be warriors.
The majority of them wore a loincloth like Edward did on
occasions. The flap on the front and back of the Ojibwe was longer
reaching to their knees. Some had bare legs others wore leggings
with moccasins. A lot of men were bare-chested; a few wore shirts
from the whites, they decorated them with beads or porcupine quills.
Dream Dancer could see several wearing buckskin shirts. He could
tell the majority were made from deer hide. The men were tattooed
with lots of piercings.
The younger women seemed to prefer shirts from the whites with
buckskin skirts. Edward saw with approval that the majority of the
older ladies were wearing buckskin dresses. Several women were
topless, wearing only a skirt and moccasins. Almost all the women
wore their hair long, some braided others lose. He did see a few
shorter hairstyles in the younger ones though. Ear piercings were
popular with the women.
Children under a certain age ran around naked; others wore a
loincloth with moccasins.
Dogs were everywhere several horses wandered restlessly in a
corral on the left side of the village; Edward figured the horses were
for the ones with high standing like the shaman leading the
procession, a chief, or a medicine man.
The young man wearing the headdress probably could have a
horse too, but with the other braves running he would feel the need
to stay with them. That is how Edward would feel anyway; no way
would he ride if his men were running, it was a matter of principle
and pride.
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Edward was thankful to see that everyone looked healthy. The
village was clean, which also reassured him immensely. Dream
Dancer saw the marks of smallpox in a few faces, but nothing
drastic.
Edward immediately identified the chief with his long headdress
made of eagle feathers. He was hefty, but not overweight. The man
wasn't tall; he had a daunting countenance as he stood there with his
arms folded in front of him that said he took his responsibilities
seriously. Seeing the chief standing so proud it reminded him a lot
of his grandfather Chief Giant Bear. Beside the chief was another
man full of tattoos with lots of piercings, Dream Dancer figured he
was probably the medicine man; he needed to have a talk with him
to see what kind of plants could be used in Ontario for medicines.
He was medium height slender not too skinny, with his head shaved
like the shamans.
The procession stopped in front of the chief, after the shaman
dismounted a heated discussion occurred between them. Edward
couldn't understand anything being said; although, a few words did
sound vaguely familiar.
Edward dismounted; he went to his daughter first. The former earl
lifted Cecille down before he went over to Michelle next. He helped
her off her horse too.
The young brave with the small headdress walked over to Edward
before beckoning them forward. "Come I will interpret for you, so
no misunderstandings occur."
The chief slapped his chest introducing himself when the
newcomers halted in front of him. "Niin Ogimaa Waagikomaan!"
The young brave repeated the chief's words in English. "I am
Chief Crooked Knife!"
The chief continued to speak; Edward listened carefully to the
young brave, ignoring the older one talking. He made sure to keep
his gaze on Chief Niin Ogimaa Waagikomaan and didn't
acknowledge the one speaking at all. Dream Dancer knew if he
looked away for any reason or turned to the one talking, they would
consider him rude; afterwards, anything he said wouldn't be taken
seriously.
The chief gestured solemnly when he finished introducing himself.
"You are welcomed here father of, SHE; you will stay in wigwam
beside me, you will be our guests!"
Edward nodded in agreement, but he didn't have a choice since the
Mother Earth arranged it without his knowledge. Already having
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rehearsed his speech, he drew himself up proudly; the former earl
introduced himself first. "I am Dream Dancer, a medicine man of
the Montana Cheyenne and trained by the whites across the sea in
their homeland as a doctor. My Daughter is White Buffalo; she will
someday be a shaman of the Native People belonging to no tribe,
although she will become one with all people of every tribe across
the land. The young Brave beside her is called Shin, he is an
Oriental Warrior from across the big saltwater trained to guard my
Daughter with his life. The white woman beside him is Michelle...
she raised the motherless White Buffalo from a baby since her
Mother died to give her life!"
Edward let the young brave translate then smiled inwardly in
satisfaction; Dream Dancer knew from growing up with his
grandfather's people in Montana it was always best when dealing
with other tribes of Indians that you embellish everything. The more
dramatic you were, without telling any lies the better one will be
received when it becomes known how important you are in the vast
complex circle of life. Especially, when it becomes known the tribe
you are dealing with will benefit from such a prestigious alliance.
Edward stressed the fact that Cecille would belong to no tribe, but
be one with all people. Dream Dancer did so to make sure they
would not try to keep his daughter once White Buffalo's training
here was complete.
There were excited whispers from the surrounding Indians once
the young warrior finished translating. The chief held up his hand
for quiet before nodding impressed; he knew the Sioux who lived
many days travel further south considered their rivals the Cheyenne
fierce warriors.
Chief Niin Ogimaa Waagikomaan kept his face expressionless,
waiting for his people to quiet down. When silence finally prevailed,
he gestured at a young woman in the crowd making introductions. It
was the interpreter Edward listened to again though as he translated.
"My youngest Daughter will see to your needs while you are here;
come sit by the fire your packs will be put in the wigwam, and your
horses will be cared for by my Grandsons."
The chief led them over to his fire then more introductions were
made, a pipe was passed around before food materialized; there was
the usual native diet of fish, deer meat, corn, bannock as well as
wild vegetables.
Edward finished eating before turning to the young warrior
inquisitively. He found out earlier that the young man was called
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Ma'iigan Niimwin, it meant Wolf Dance in English; he also learned
the small headdress meant the young interpreter was in training to
be the next war leader of this band of Ojibwa. Hoping his question
would not upset the young man, the former earl couldn't help asking
about earlier. "When your Braves first saw my Daughter they called
her, 'Gagiibiingwe', can you tell me what it means?"
Wolf Dance reassuringly smiled since there was nothing sinister
about the name his warriors used. "It means blind, our Shaman went
on a vision quest when he was a young man, and he saw her in his
vision. Mother Earth, which we call Aki, showed the Shaman she
would be blind; because her coming was foretold so long ago, it
brought much excitement!"
Edward frowned grimly at the explanation given; the shaman was
in his late sixties or early seventies which meant Dream Dancer
hadn't even been born when the much older man got his vision of
Cecille! He didn't understand why his family was chosen by the
Great Spirit or what is expected of them because of it. He didn't like
being manipulated by the higher power one bit, but really did he
have a choice... does anyone?
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CHAPTER ONE
ONTARIO; JUNE 30, 1895
Cecille Summerset heaved a forlorn sigh as she stood over her
father, Edward. He was sleeping beside his second wife who was
now eight months pregnant. They would have a girl; she would
grow up to be beautiful, thankfully there would be no powers in her.
She couldn't see Dream Dancer or his wife, but White Buffalo could
feel them.
Cecille rubbed her forehead distractedly thinking about how her
life until recently was so full of learning; finally, at thirty-one it was
time for her leave the village to become all she was meant to be!
She had trained with the shaman for the first ten years before being
called to the medicine man and trained with him for another ten.
While she was being taught the healing and spiritual ways of the
Mother Earth; her father Edward Summerset, the three-quarter
Cheyenne doctor, was also teaching her everything he knew about
being a physician. Dream Dancer as he was known to the natives
had graduated with top honours at one of the most prestigious
schools in England. Of course, White Buffalo also continued her
training with her Oriental Guardian Shin at the same time.
Cecille being ambidextrous was able to use both her hands
equally, which meant she could use two sides of her brain. Because
of her ability to use both sides she was able to memorize everything.
Thankfully, it cut her training with the four most influential men in
her life to less than half of what a regular person would need. White
Buffalo's mind absorbed new ideas like a sponge she never forgot
anything once taught. She always suspected that is why she was
born blind; for her to be able to use the power, she could physically
feel coursing through her veins there needed to be a personal
sacrifice.
Deep down Cecille resented it, she would gladly give everything
up to be able to see or so she kept trying to convince herself;
although, there were those times when White Buffalo's eyes turned
black that she could see just like any ordinary person until they
changed back to green.
Dropping her hand resignedly, Cecille reluctantly reached out her
thoughts then touched Edward's dream receptor in his brain; every
living being had one, even animals will dream. The ones in the
Summerset's brain had evolved beyond what most people were able
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to handle, which explained how they could see inside a vision. Her
father lost his ability to seek the dream world years ago in England.
Dream Dancer had given up all his powers willingly to save his first
wife, who was pregnant with his unborn children.
Cecille knew others were born with this gift if you wanted to call it
that. Unfortunately, not knowing what was happening to them they
ended up going insane; some could handle it for a while, sooner or
later though they would get snared in someone's vision then die or
become unresponsive caught in-between worlds unable to escape.
Most people who sleepwalk are usually individuals who have an
evolved dream receptor, good thing it was not as developed as the
Summerset's were.
Cecille shook herself in irritation, White Buffalo needed to quit
procrastinating, but she didn't want to go. "Goodbye Father, it is
time for me to spread my wings and fly. You will have another
Daughter to take my place, please don't be angry or look for me for I
must fulfill my destiny as you have done! I will see you
occasionally in the dream world ni-hoi."
With tears running down Cecille's cheeks she turned away then
slipped out the door of the wigwam; quickly, she went to Shin. All
she took with her was her possessions, things she made over the
years making them special to her or gifts from others she deemed
meaningful; plus some old dresses Edward kept of her mother's. The
one she was wearing now was just such a dress; White Buffalo
didn't want to wear her native clothes to a white town.
Cecille was riding a ten-year-old mare named Saya the second
because the first one died a few years ago. Her first dog Misfit died
last year too, but not before producing another that looked just like
her, except for the floppy ears; she was so much like her mother
White Buffalo couldn't resist naming her Misfit. She was also
bringing along a three-year-old filly she had named Precious, a
daughter of the mare she was riding now. They were using her as a
packhorse to carry their meagre possessions.
Cecille's Oriental Guardian Shin would run in front of her mare,
even after all these years he refused to ride a horse. The Ojibwe
named the Tianming Samurai Monk from Japan Shadow Stalker for
good reasons; he was elusive and soundless like a passing shadow
there one moment, gone the next.
Shin turned forty-three at the start of this month. He was rather
young to be a master in his monastery, which was on a hidden island
somewhere off the coast of Japan; especially since he was living
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with Cecille's father before her birth, making him a master at
eleven-years-old. They were twelve years, six months apart. White
Buffalo always considered her Guardian to be her older brother
because she never met her twin sibling that was left in England.
Edward had hidden Cecille in Wales for the first ten years of her
life not wanting the Queen to know about her. White Buffalo knew
her older brother by several minutes was not aware of her at all,
neither would he ever be told!
The Tianming Samurai Monks were unknown even to their fellow
monks making them very unusual. Cecille learned from Shin that
they didn't shave their heads as other monks do; most of them chose
to keep their hair in a single braid some coiled into a bun just above
the nap of their necks. Nor do they stay in their monastery or even
their homeland as others do. They also follow the one true God and
Jesus, which surprised most of their people.
Tianming has many meanings; the mandate of heaven, divine
mandate, the Great Spirit's or God's will. It could also mean fate,
destiny, or one's lifespan; they are Samurai, but not limited to that.
They also study Ninja, Subak, Vovinam, Buddhism, Dim Mak,
Kyusho Jitsu, and various fighting styles which are all a part of their
training from birth.
The Tianming Monks used several names to refer to the higher
powers. Mother Earth had two names, so did the devil. God being
above both has three names, God is the most formal then Shen
second; the Great Spirit was the one they used the most often. The
Earth they called Mother Earth when being formal, but they used Po
most of the time because it was their favourite name for her. Satan
they called Kuei or the Devil.
The names Shen, Po, and Kuei were Oriental names. The
Tianming Monks were a blend of all their people's it was only
natural for them to use names or meanings that reflected the
different cultures. It didn't mean it was a different God as some
people mistakenly thought.
These unusual Monks were mostly unknown because they were so
well hidden, not even the Emperor is aware of them. Right from
birth, they are taught many languages since a Tianming Monk
seldom stayed in the Orient; it is their destiny to find people with
special abilities scattered all over the world to help them or protect
them depending on circumstances.
Wisely Shin didn't ask or comment on the visible wetness
streaking Cecille's cheeks. He cupped his hand to help his charge
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mount her mare. It was highly unusual for White Buffalo to show
him this side of her; there was just no time to hide it right now.
Shaking off thoughts of Shin's people, Cecille settled into her
saddle before swiping angrily at the tears. Her mind turned back to
Mother Earth's demands. She would never refuse her of course, only
when not touching the ground could she let the resentment slip out.
She hated it when it did surface since this is what White Buffalo
was supposed to be born for; she must find a way to bury the
unwanted feelings she was struggling with recently! When these
feelings began to manifest she couldn't say or even why she was
bitter about it all of a sudden. It might be the uncertainty of not
knowing exactly where they were headed. Who did she think she
was fooling with that nonsense if she was completely honest with
herself it was because of her feelings for Silver Wolf!
Halting that thought quickly, Cecille refused to bring up
bittersweet memories of a forbidden infatuation, which ended in
tragedy. Her mind turned back to Po's demands needing to keep
occupied. She had no clue why they needed to go, all she knew was
she must go north then north-west. Mother Earth needed White
Buffalo's help, even being the most powerful woman in over a
thousand years she must go where bidden. Shin, Misfit and her mare
Saya would make sure she got there safe; they would be her eyes!
Cecille needing to take her mind off her confused feelings towards
Mother Earth remembered back to the day Shin pulled out his
Japanese carpet. She was taken back in time and shown the three
sacrifices made on her behalf in England; not only by White
Buffalo's father but also by a great uncle by marriage who was a
Baptist priest that her Aunt Raven brought with her from Montana
named Daniel. Of course, Shin's father Dao was the biggest shock to
them all.
*****
Dream Dancer painted symbols of his Cheyenne people on his
face then his chest before putting the Oriental images Dao taught
to him around those symbols. Chanting he felt the power inside
him surge through his veins. He was having a hard time
restraining it; it was extremely intense. Edward must keep it under
control; his Asian Guardian had warned him it would be tough to
manage at this time. Finished, he picked up the paint and went
over to his sister next to put the Cheyenne images on Raven too.
He continued chanting rhythmically in his native language
through it all not relenting even slightly.
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Dao was already painted with all sorts of Oriental symbols
around a large cross tattooed on his bare chest. Dream Dancer
couldn't help staring when he first saw it there never having seen
him unclothed before now; at this moment, the Tianming Monk
was in the process of painting Pastor Daniel Brown's chest with a
similar cross while chanting his powerful song. When finished,
Edward's Guardian added the doves of peace making sure they
surrounded the cross on Daniel's chest.
When the two most powerful men in history finished painting
everyone they needed for the healing except Edward's wife
Crystin; they turned as one then both knelt one on each side of the
unconscious countess.
Edward chanting in his native Cheyenne language got a vision
immediately of an unusual black cougar cub with a white tip on its
tail. He obediently painted the baby animal on Crystin's cheek
knowing that now and forever the countess' Cheyenne name
would be, Black Cougar.
Normally cougar cubs were gold to reddish brown with spots;
most people when they saw a black cougar referred to them as a
panther, but it was just a colour variation. They were also much
smaller, which is why people thought they were a different breed
of cat, they were not.
The Tianming Monk painted a holy cross with sakura blossoms
on Crystin's other cheek. These flowers were known in other parts
of the world as a cherry blossom. Dao put them all around the
holy cross; the same flower was embroidered on the robe he gave
the countess. They were also prevalent on his carpet and
surrounded a cross with two doves about to perch in the centre.
Sakura blossoms were considered a symbol of beauty to the
Japanese; many of their women had the flower in their name
somewhere. The Chinese believed the sakura blossom to be a wild
part of human nature; to them, it symbolized lions, tigers, even
house cats.
Both men finished painting Crystin at the same time; they were
just leaning back when Edward's wife shrieked; rising up the
countess pointed at Raven then screamed out a Celtic curse before
falling back unconscious once more.
Instantly Raven fell withering to the ground in agony.
Devon cried out in fear and despair; he gathered Raven into his
arms in agony. When they first arrived Edward told them she was
needed for this healing; desperately he tried stopping her as a
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shiver of foreboding coursed down his spine. Instantly, it brought
the nightmare of her death that he received on the ship into his
mind. Of course, Golden Eagle's wife wouldn't listen to him after
finding out there were twin babies involved; especially, when they
were her brother Dream Dancer's children.
Tears streaked Devon's face as he held onto his wife desperately;
He screamed out in horrified dread. "Not Raven, please God…
don't take my wife!"
The Tianming Monk jumped up before rushing to his carpet; He
had placed it off to the right when they first entered the tepee, near
the carpet, waiting was his sword. Once kneeling, Dao beckoned to
Pastor Brown so he would get on the carpet. "Hurry, I want you to
kneel in front of me Daniel, as you do pray to God for guidance!"
Pastor Daniel Brown, confused, disoriented, and afraid got up in
a daze before doing as he was told. He wasn't sure what to pray
for, but suddenly he felt that he must; the Pastor dropped to his
knees on the carpet facing the strange little Oriental man Edward
called Dao.
Dream Dancer rushed over to Raven, but he could do nothing to
help his sister; he watched the evil fog possessing her helplessly,
he couldn't use his healing powers without taking in the grey mist
himself. His Guardian Dao warned him not to do any healing in
here until he told Edward it was okay to do so or the evil would
win. The Tianming Monk vehemently stressed that if it happened
all of humanity would be lost.
Groaning in frustration all Edward could do was stare
impotently at the withering Raven as she shrieked painfully. He
finally turned away unable to watch; with both fists clenched at
his sides helplessly, Dream Dancer stared at his Guardian angrily
willing him to hurry so he could help his sister.
The Tianming Monk waited until the Pastor knelt in front of
him; once the Baptist Priest was on the carpet, Dao raised his
arms up in supplication. "Great Spirit, let your servant Daniel see
the truth!"
The Pastor gasped out in awed wonder as the Holy Spirit all of a
sudden entered him. He knew immediately it was the real spirit of
God, having felt it many times since becoming a Baptist Priest; it
is how Jesus spoke to him wanting Daniel to teach certain biblical
passages to his congregation.
This time was different; the Pastor felt so full of the pure Holy
Spirit that he thought he might burst from the joy of it. Unable to
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help himself, Daniel jumped to his feet on the carpet; he raised his
arms to the heavens ecstatically before closing his eyes savouring
the sensation. "Lord, let your will be known to me!"
The Tianming Monk rose to his feet to stand in front of the
Baptist Pastor; this allowed Daniel to see the Oriental Guardian
fully when he opened his eyes. The monk had a light above his
head, and a glowing sword was clenched in his hand. Dao
continued to stand there silently waiting patiently.
The Pastor saw a man appear behind the Tianming Monk; was it
an angel, he gasped awestruck as the man's name entered his
mind. Unable to hold it back another moment Daniel thundered in
wonder. "Elijah!"
In the Bible, Elijah didn't die; he was taken to heaven in a
chariot of fire.
Behind Elijah was the Pastors wife Pamela also known to the
Cheyenne as Morning Star; she died recently giving birth to the
daughter she had always wanted. She was beckoning urgently for
him to come to her. He stared in shock as another woman
materialized beside his wife; she was also waving for Daniel to
come to them. It was his mother Melissa also known as White
Buffalo to the Cheyenne, the first white woman to ever be named
as such. Now the Baptist Priest knew why he was ordered to bring
the buffalo hide to Edward here in England. His mother died soon
after Daniel left home to come here.
Pastor Brown looked towards Elijah again, two passages in the
Bible flashed instantly in Daniel's mind: 'Two Samuel fourteen,
fourteen. All of us must die, eventually. Our lives are like water
spilled out on the ground, which cannot be gathered up again, but
God does not just sweep life away; instead, he derives ways to
bring us back when we have been separated from him.'
The second passage made the Pastor tremble, knowing what was
expected from Daniel tonight: 'two Kings twenty: four-six. God's
sovereign hand is in everything. God is in control of the lives of all
people, the Universe, and the course of Earth's history directing it
to his appointed ends. God's people should pray like God's son. "I
want your will to be done, not mine."'
'God's people are challenged to live in harmony with God's will
and in the strength that he provides when we live for God's glory;
whatever happens, is also for our good.'
The Pastor looked up towards heaven; his face was full of peace,
with such a glow of pure love it was almost blinding to see. His
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arms reached up higher in praise as Daniel began whispering in
acceptance, but by the end, he was shouting in joy. "Your will be
done, Lord... NOT MINE!"
Instantly Elijah entered Daniel before he prophesied he turned
and pointed at Crystin's belly then thundered in warning; it was so
loud the Earth shook. "She will be called Cecille Luan Gweneal
or White Buffalo to her people. She will bring beauty to Mother
Earth as she keeps the evil at bay for another forty years. In the
new century evil will begin leaking out of its prison slowly until
the mists of Snowdonia are no more. When the last fragment of
fog disappears, so too will the six sentient stones. By the end of the
next century, it will have begun! Women will kill their children;
husbands will kill wives and children. Children will also kill
without mercy! Sodom and Gomorrah will return as people turn
away, refusing to listen. Wars will prevail as the Earth changes for
the worst… storms, fires, plus diseases will rapidly spread across
the land. Infestation of flies, grasshoppers, worms then rodents
will infest the Earth. The white buffalo will come one last time as
the rise of the Dragon begins! Twins will be born to the White
Buffalo line once more, but they will be separated at birth, and the
last white buffalo hide will disappear. When the sword of truth
then the carpet of the Guardians mysteriously vanishes, so too will
the Tianming Monks. Once they disappear every last one of the
faithful will soon follow, once they are all gone it will be too late!
There will be no turning back as judgment draws closer!"
Elijah left the pastor suddenly.
Pastor Brown looked at the Tianming Monk with a serene face;
he dropped to his knees before nodding in acceptance; Daniel
threw his arms out wide giving his life willingly to save the others.
The Tianming Monks chanting rose higher and drowned out all
other sounds before he drove his sword through Daniel's heart; as
soon as Dao withdrew the sword, the Baptist Pastor fell to the
carpet... dead!
The glowing light of the Holy Spirit left Daniel's body; the pure,
untainted nimbus filled the tepee blinding everyone; blood gushed
out of the Baptist Pastor's chest flowing over the Tianming Monks
carpet saturating it, the first of three sacrifices was given willingly.
Blood soaked through the carpet into the ground pushing the evil
mist back to its prison in Snowdonia; everyone alive inside heard a
wail of denial as a furious quake reverberated through the Earth.
The tepee trembled, shaking angrily it thankfully stayed standing.
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The six sentient stones in Snowdonia turned grey once more; as
the stones strengthened, they were able to close the portal tight
with a loud, vicious snap, it trapped Kuei's minion again as they
resumed their guard duty. Once the gate was slammed shut, the
fog lightened again to a pearly grey.
The Tianming Monk turned to Devon first then Edward; he
pointed his bloody dripping sword at the two men. "Hurry Golden
Eagle, pick your wife up; you must lay Raven down beside Crystin.
Dream Dancer, I want you to kneel between the women; as you do
so I want you to put a hand on each of their foreheads to cure
them. Afterwards, your healing abilities will be gone you must give
it up voluntarily to save the two women! Your Shaman powers are
the second sacrifice that needs to be given willingly so the evil can
be drawn entirely out of them both!"
Dream Dancer nodded without hesitation; walking over quickly
he obediently knelt beside Crystin.
Devon carried Raven over; reluctantly he put his wife down on
the other side of his brother-in-law. He quickly stepped back in
shock, too afraid and confused by what was happening to them to
argue? Golden Eagle watched horrified as Dao, Edward's teacher
and friend killed Pastor Daniel right before their eyes.
Golden Eagle was the only one unpainted; he couldn't see what
the others could since he wasn't trained to see with his inner eye
so painting him would have been useless. All Devon could do at
this point was put his trust in his brother-in-law Edward, in the
hopes that he would make everything right again.
Obediently Dream Dancer put his hands on the two women's
foreheads before chanting desperately in Cheyenne. He felt his
eyes become blacker if that was possible, now no tinge of green
could be seen anywhere. The pain was excruciating; he curled up
slightly in self-preservation but refused to relent or remove his
hands. Edward felt the evil mist enter his palms for the second
time in his life.
Dream Dancer sat up knowing that it was time. Screaming in
painful determination, he brought both hands with the evil
contained in them together in front of him in a prayer-like motion.
Unsure why he did so but feeling compelled; Edward lifted them
above his head. With both hands pressed together, the most
powerful shaman in history sent his power into his hands.
The Tianming Monk continuing to hold out the sword towards
Dream Dancer waited patiently. Suddenly, the sword of truth
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began to glow a deep bluish-grey. He watched in satisfaction as a
pure black mist exited the tips of Edward's fingers before the
sword pulled it in.
Dream Dancer pushed relentlessly against the evil evicting it
from his body; because it contained all of his extraordinary
shaman powers it was now ebony black instead of dark grey.
Unsuccessfully fighting to get away, the black mist was
reluctantly drawn from Dream Dancer before being absorbed into
the sword. Abruptly, the mist escaped its metal prison in triumph
by entering the Guardians body instead.
The Tianming Monk threw back his head in pain as he screamed
out determinedly. "I am Dao Ba Zevak Hajime, a master of the
Tianming Samurai Monks who follows the 'Divine mandate of
Shen's will'; we are the truth, way, path, and the flow of the
Universe! I am Dao the wielder of the sword of truth. I am Ba; it
means third. I am Zevak, which means sacrifice; finally, I am
Hajime, the beginning that will lead to the end!"
The Tianming Samurai Monk dropped to his knees in anguish
unable to keep himself upright any longer. He couldn't help but
scream out eerily again trying to hold onto life for a precious few
more minutes. "I am the wielder of the sword of truth; I am the
third sacrifice; I AM the beginning, which will lead to the end. I
give up my life willingly to buy time for all humanity in the hopes
that someday they will hear Shen's message then repent!"
Without warning, the Tianming Monk reversed his sword;
holding it by the blade, he thrust it into his heart. After the sword
entered his chest, Dao looked up so he could see his Lord.
Instantly a look of shock was written on the monks face… in awe,
he took the hand extended to him. "Your will is done!"
The Tianming Samurai Master gave up his spirit gladly; once
the third sacrifice was given willingly, the blinding white light of
the Holy Spirit still filling the tepee disappeared quickly. Dream
Dancer and his Guardian dropped to the ground motionless.
The Tianming Monks carpet continued to glow thirstily it drank
up the blood of its master and the excess from the Baptist Pastor.
When the last drop fell the light dissipated; as it disappeared no
blood from either man was apparent on the carpet, but two more
symbols joined a hundred others marking the carpet as holy.
*****
Cecille pulled herself reluctantly out of the past when her small
party rode into the first town on their journey. It was late afternoon
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already. Being it was their first day on the road she was hoping to
ride further if not the entire way to the next village before nightfall.
She was aware for some time they were getting closer to a town
because of increasing sounds of other travellers; White Buffalo had
ignored the noise too lost in her memories.
Shin seeing a sign let the mare come abreast of him; he looked up
at Cecille letting her know where they were. "White Buffalo the
town we are coming to is named Calabogie."
Cecille tilted her head towards her Guardian. Shin always stayed
on the right-hand side of her so she never needed to guess where he
was. "Thank you, I need to get some white woman's clothes. We
should get supplies; can you see a store, Shadow Stalker?"
Shin looked around with a thoughtful frown searching obediently.
It wasn't a big place; he couldn't help thinking. There was a
combined stagecoach, post office, and a telegraph building on the
right with a sheriff's office next to it. On the left was a barn with a
saloon, straight across on the opposite side beside the sheriff's office
was a bank then the hotel with houses passed it. On the other end of
the saloon, was a barbershop combined with lawyer's office;
thankfully beside it was a store before more houses were seen.
Another building further down the street was being built; Shin
could hear the rat-a-tat of the hammers, a few curse words floated
towards them on the breeze when the men missed their target. It was
probably for the railroad since they passed tracks on their way here.
Unfortunate, they wouldn't be able to take a train since the railroad
went broke, so nothing was running until a buyer was found.
It was quite busy today with the usual hustle and bustle of people
rushing around. The low hum of voices from the ones sitting on the
porches gossiping could be heard if you listened closely. There was
the customary loud clip clopping of shod horses, combined with the
sounds of squeaky wagons.
Trying to drown out the rest of the noise was a saloon with a
rickety sign that read, Pete's Place. A loud, discorded, off-key piano
was trying to bring in more customers; unfortunately, the nasal
voice accompanying it trying extremely hard to sing soprano was
actually driving everyone away.
The townspeople gave the two strangers weary looks but
continued about their business without smiles of any kind. Some
took a second than a third admiring look at the beautiful, unusual
looking mares; both were black with white markings, obviously
mother and daughter.
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The older one's midnight black mane was so long it reached almost
to her knees the bottom two inches abruptly changed colour to
white. Her forelock between her ears draped past her nose; it was
also white. Her black tail almost touched the ground; it turned a
silver-white at about three inches from the bottom. She was tall
standing seventeen hands with thick black hair around her lower
legs.
The English called the coarse hair feather or feathering. It should
ideally start below the knee of the front legs and the hock of the
hind legs then run down to flow over the hooves. Cecille's mares
feathering fell from her knees all the way down to her coronet
before it draped over her front hoof. Her back legs had the
feathering all the way from her hocks to her pasterns, which is just
above the hoof.
It only took one look for Edward to fall in love with the sleek
Gypsy Vanner horses. They were a light draft breed popular with his
soldiers in England. Not as hefty as a regular draft horse they could
carry a man in heavy armour, but still maintain a steady ground
eating speed. He wanted to keep the colour patterns; although, he
hoped to get a smaller version when he bred the first Saya to his
black Montana Mustang Thoroughbred cross stallion. Thankfully,
Dream Dancer succeeded too. The ten-year-old Saya the second was
just seventeen hands with lighter body weight, she still had the full
feathering of the Gypsy horse.
Edward found a white thoroughbred stallion in Ontario to breed to
Saya the second, which produced the three-year-old mare following
her mother docilely. She was one hand smaller than her mother at
sixteen hands. Her colouring was almost entirely black with only
some white on her chest, most of her mane was a silver-white
except for the bottom two inches it was black. The mare's tail was
silver white until it turned black at about four inches from the
bottom. Precious' feathering was white and slightly wavy; it was
situated halfway down the cannon bone to her hooves from the
coronet. She was dainty compared to her mother, but still had the
prominent chest of the draft horse.
Shin led Cecille's mare over to the store before he helped his
charge to dismount. Lucky for him, her emotions were back in
check. He sighed mentally to himself in relief he hated to see her so
upset, but he would never tell her that or allow it to show. He
always kept a tight rein on his emotions, over the years the
Tianming Monk had perfected the Indians expressionless face.
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Cecille reached up before taking out her cane, she always carried it
inside a rifle pouch she had modified, instead of a gun; White
Buffalo had a rifle on her pack mare, which Shin learned to use
years ago but only for hunting or emergencies.
Shin learned the art of bow hunting once they were settled with the
Ojibwe, which he came to enjoy thoroughly. He kept the bulk of his
arrows in a quiver strapped to the packhorse with about fifty arrows
in it. He also devised a belt to keep another half dozen arrows
against his side within easy reach of his hand. Now he could run
through the trees and they wouldn't snag on anything, the Guardian
couldn't stand to have arrows flopping around in a carrier. It didn't
seem to matter how well a quiver was made either, once strapped to
the back the arrows fell out when doing any kind of motion;
especially, while showing his warrior skills to others.
Shin preferred to carry his new weapon of choice in his left hand
with at least five arrows. This way he could notch then fire an arrow
within seconds or be able to grasp a dagger and throw it without
having to release the bow. It took a lot of practising to carry arrows,
plus a weapon in the same hand. The Guardian having too much
time during the day since he only saw Cecille for a few hours had
perfected his use of the bow over the years. The sword known as
Masamune's Secret was still strapped to his back, but was hardly
ever used now.
Shin unhooked the packhorses lead rope from the back of Cecille's
mare. Usually, he didn't tie her unless they were nearing or in a
town; it was only for her own safety he did so. He tied her to the
hitching post before hanging his bow on the saddle horn then put the
arrows the Guardian was holding into the carrier. When done, he
joined White Buffalo on the porch. He still had the arrows belted to
his side with him. He learned a long time ago they could be used in
close fighting if need be even without the bow.
Cecille felt Misfit brush up against her in question, she reached
down to stroke her dog's fur in pleasure before giving her directions.
Not once in all these years did White Buffalo regret saving her
mother by taking her away from that cruel man in Quebec when
they first arrived. A man had brought a nanny pup from England,
which were known as a Staffordshire bull terrier to fight in a dog
pit; because once their jaws clamped shut it was almost impossible
to open them. What he didn't realize was she was mixed with an
English springer spaniel, which made her too loving. Thankfully,
the puppy wasn't old enough to fight when the healer rescued her.
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Misfit the first then found a purebred black and white Tahltan
Indian Bear dog to have puppies with; unfortunately, he was one of
the last of the known pure breeds a trader had assured them. He
bought six of them from an Indian Tribe called Tahltan in a place
further south-west named British Columbia, but only one survived
the trek. "Guard the horses Misfit, please!"
The white and black dog gave a little yip of understanding; she lay
down then kept watch obediently.
Edward laughed in delight when his daughter rescued the original
Misfit; what Cecille could not see was that her dog exactly matched
her mares colouring.
Cecille went into the store with Shin following; unfortunately, she
couldn't see her Guardian but her father Edward often told her
stories of how he met the young monk a few hours after the boy's
father died. Dream Dancer described Dao's son to his daughter so
many times over the years, it gave her an accurate picture of what he
should look like. She always tried to keep it in her mind's eye.
When Cecille's eyes blackened on the ship they were travelling on
to Canada that fateful day, she was able to see him. It pleased her
when White Buffalo realized she visualized him correctly.
Edward always had such a wistful tone to his voice when
describing Dao's son, because he looked a lot like his father who he
missed dreadfully. The only differences he could see were Shin's
eye-pouches; they were slightly bigger, as well as darker, showing a
stronger Korean descent. The young monk ended up short compared
to his father, which spoke of his Vietnamese blood. His eye slant,
the colour of his skin, plus his nose was exactly like Dao's; it
showed the stronger Chinese and Japanese influences in him.
Cecille shook off her distracting thoughts; she gestured around
curiously. "Where are the clothes and food, Shin?"
Shin looked around before giving a detailed description to Cecille.
"Ladies clothes are on your right five steps, if you want men's
clothes they are on the left three strides. The counter is straight
ahead about ten steps, staples are on the left side of it; two strides."
Cecille mapped out the store in her mind as Shin spoke before
turning right first. She wanted a split skirt, a couple blouses,
undergarments plus a ladies hat. She also wanted men's pants, a
couple shirts, boots, and a Stetson; if the hats were available here
that is, they were still a rare find in Canada White Buffalo knew.
Cecille's father gave her his old hat but she preferred not to use it if
possible. The hat was one of the first Stetson's ever made so would
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be worth something someday. Her Aunt Raven found then brought
home a man who broke his leg, John Stetson was his name. He was
on his way home to take over his father's business. The young man
told Edward he went west for health issues, which thankfully
cleared up on its own so now he was heading back.
John was crossing Raven's land in Montana when he stepped into a
hole breaking his leg, lucky for him she found him before the
wolves did. She cared for him for six months, in that time the young
Milliner made two hats. One for her plus one for Dream Dancer
because he would read to him for hours, in thanks, John Stetson
gave them each a hat. Money was in short supply in those days;
White Buffalo knew her aunt would have refused to take money if
she was anything like her brother.
Cecille shook off her thoughts. She gathered the clothes she
wanted plus a few personal items, before taking them to the counter.
Afterwards, the two discussing what they needed in the way of
supplies put everything they wanted besides their new garments.
White Buffalo knew they would need flour, sugar or honey, coffee,
bacon, beans, and whatever else could be used on the trail as long as
it wasn't too perishable. They would hunt for meat, fish, or fresh
vegetables as the need arose. "Shin you better get what you need too
since neither of us knows how far the next town is, it could be
several days away. It is too bad the train hasn't started up yet."
Cecille's father set up a bank account years ago in Perth for her
under her full name. He promised to put five thousand dollars in it
every year, which was her share of Edward Summerset's estate in
England. Until he dies, so thankfully money was not an issue. She
kept a letter of introduction from the bank manager hidden carefully
in an amulet hanging around her neck, with her medallion; because
technically there was no record of her ever being born in England;
her brother yes, but not White Buffalo.
Shin was paid a small wage even though he protested plus all his
expenses were paid for; Edward made sure to set him up a bank
account not wanting him left destitute if something happened to
them. He also ensured the monk received a letter stating he was a
freeman not indentured, included was a certificate that shocked the
Tianming Monk. Because the Oriental youngster lived with them
since he was twelve-years-old, Dream Dancer always considered
him a son instead of just his daughter's Guardian.
Cecille was brought out of her thoughts abruptly by a muffled
shriek of shock than pain. "Aiiaaeee, aaugghh… aaah!"
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